PART- 2

OPERATION ‘SANKATMOCHAN’

After the mega earthquake of 25 Apr 2015,
the Nepalese Army, with support from and
in coordination with other stakeholders,
conducted rescue and relief operation in
line with the National Disaster Response
Framework. It was named Operation
‘SANKATMOCHAN.’ (Liberation from crisis)
Immediately after the mega earthquake
hit Nepal, the Nepalese Army made all
endeavours to reach out to the affected
areas in the shortest possible time and to
save lives of those at risk. Initially, the hasty
operation order for Operation ‘RAHAT’ was
issued and immediate mobilization of the
Nepalese Army personnel for search, rescue
and relief at all levels was put into effect.
However, when a more comprehensive
assessment of the damage was made, a
need for an operation of a larger scale was
felt and Operation ‘RAHAT’ was superseded
by
the
more
deliberate
Operation
‘SANKATMOCHAN.’

Operational Plan
Objectives

• Maximum utilization of all available
resources and at the same time
coordination with local authorities to
ensure maximum effectiveness of rescue
and relief operations.
• To ensure maximum effectiveness of
rescue and relief operations by ensuring
reach down to and conducting operations
at the Village Development Committee
level in affected Districts.
• To establish effective cooperation and
coordination with all government and nongovernment organizations, humanitarian
organizations and foreign military teams
involved in rescue and relief.
• To identify and open Main Supply Routes
(MSRs).

Phases
Operation ‘SANKATMOCHAN’ was conducted
in the following three phases.

• Phase 1: Immediate Activities

The objectives of Operation
‘SANKATMOCHAN’ were as follows.

Objective: To save lives and carry out
initial assessment of damage.

• To save lives as a priority.

Major Activities: Prompt mobilization
of troops for rescue was carried out and
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Photo: Amul Thapa
‘Miracle Baby’ boy rescued after 22 hrs under rubble in Bhaktapur

Photo: Sunil Sharma
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The baby boy with his delighted mother a few weeks later

NA jointly conducting rescue operations with other security agencies

aerial reconnaissance was undertaken
over earthquake-affected areas to
assess the damage.

• Phase 2: Coordinated Rescue and
Relief Activities
Objective To save lives and distribute
relief materials to those affected.
Duration

Till 16 Jul 2015.

Major Activities:

Based on the
concepts outlined in the emergency
plan, a Field HQ jointly manned by
representatives of all the security
services was immediately established
at the Nepalese Army HQ. This HQ
executed the requests/tasks originated
by the National Emergency Operation
Centre (NEOC). Rescue and relief
operations were launched in most of
the municipalities and V.D.C.s of the
affected Districts. In the same way,

a Multi National Military Coordination
Centre (MNMCC) was established to
coordinate and mobilize the international
military humanitarian assistance and
army representatives were sent to the
NEOC to further coordinate the rescue
and relief operations. The service
personnel on leave were immediately
called back to duty and all training was
suspended to make available maximum
manpower to mobilize for rescue and
relief operations. Similarly, maximum
ground and air transport resources of
the Nepalese Army were mobilized in
rescue and relief distribution activities.

Phase 3: Reconstruction and
Recovery The Nepalese Army aims to
undertake reconstruction and recovery
activities as per the directions laid down
by the Nepalese Government.
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Initial Damage Assessment of all affected 14 Districts
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The then COAS, Gen Gaurav SJB Rana giving instructions to NA personnel in Barpak, Gorkha

Guidelines and
Coordination from the
Military Leadership
Guidelines from Leadership

The Chief of the Army Staff (COAS) provided
guidelines to senior military officers in the
Army HQ and to the Division Commanders
in the field for immediate mobilization of
troops and conduct of effective search and
rescue operations. He supervised the daily
functioning of alternative HQ established
within Army HQ premises (note: NA HQ
building was damaged) and carried out
inspection of the troops deployed in the field
and gave them necessary directions towards
achieving the operational objectives. To
ensure operational effectiveness, the COAS's
Directive of 26 April 2015 and a second

Directive of 3 May 2015 were issued. These
built upon existing preparedness directives
from 2012.

High Level Coordination
Immediately after the April 25th mega
earthquake, the COAS and senior staff
attended several coordinating meetings with
high-level officials to ensure the conduct of
rescue and relief operations in a coordinated
and effective manner. From time to time, the
call-on's were conducted with the President
and the Prime Minister to appraise them
about the developments in the rescue and
relief operations. Similarly, NA leadership
met with government, non-government
and diplomatic officials who had arrived in
Nepal to provide assistance in the aftermath
of the earthquake and played the key role
of coordinating the external assistance.
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Conduct of Operation
In the April 25th mega earthquake, the
losses on the side of Nepalese Army were:
12 servicemen deceased, 10 missing, 99
injured, 271 family members of servicemen
deceased, 279 injured and a total of 1,109
military barracks building destroyed or
significantly damaged. Despite such grave
losses, the dedication and devotion to duty
exhibited by Nepalese Army personnel
during the Operation ‘SANKATMOCHAN’ was
a reflection of the highest traditions of the
Nepalese Army. It is worth noting that service
personnel mobilized immediately after the
quake, returned to barracks after some 75
days, finally able to tend to personal losses.
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Search, Rescue and
Relief Activities

To ensure prompt and effective search,
rescue and relief operations, the Nepalese
Army surged troops into the most affected
areas, drawing from less affected regions.
This reassured the public and ensured
presence of the government in the most
affected areas and helped to immediately
launch search, rescue and relief operations
to save lives. The deployment of the
Nepalese Army into the most affected
fourteen Districts was as under.

The achievements of the Nepalese Army in
search, rescue and relief operations during

Operation ‘SANKATMOCHAN’ are as shown in
the chart below.
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Listed below are some key activities
carried out by the Army.

• To construct shelters to house displaced

• In the initial stage, immediately mobilized

• To provide a sense of security to the local

ninety percent of troops.

• A total of 66,069 troops were mobilized
in a sustained manner. Amongst these

population.

• To take necessary action to re-establish a
situation of normalcy.

52,870 troops were deployed covering

• The Nepalese Army played a key role in

all the municipalities and V.D.C.s in the

the distribution of relief materials where

fourteen most affected Districts. The

it utilized all its available air and ground

mobilized troops were given the following

transportation assets to the maximum

responsibilities.

extent.

• To carry out damage assessment of
V.D.C.s and identify the requirements.

• To help distribute the available relief


families.



items through the disaster management
committees.
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A precious life saved in Duttatreya in Bhaktapur
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NA soldier rescuing a girl from an unstable collapsed structure in Gongabu

Treatment of Injured
Despite the serious damage caused to
the infrastructures of the military hospital
and other medical facilities by the mega
earthquake; the Medical Corps of the
Nepalese Army was successful in immediate
management of patients, mobilization of
forward medical teams, conduct of medical

camps and mobilization of epidemiology
and food inspection teams. A total of 85,954
patients were treated by the Nepalese Army.
Besides this, an additional 27,390 patients
were treated by international military medical
teams, where the Nepalese Army played a
vital role in coordinating their efforts.
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Treating the injured jointly with Indian medical team
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Mobile hospital received as assistance from China

With Singaporean medical team
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Road Opening Activities

The Nepalese Army together with multinational military teams opened up lines of
communication to the international border
and the major highways and subsidiary
routes that were blocked after the April 25th
mega earthquake. Joint teams cleared the
roads obstructed by landslide and debris
in some 392 places, mainly in Rasuwa,
Sindhupalchowk, Dolakha, Ramechap and
other severely affected Districts.

the focal areas of the Nepalese Army efforts.
The Nepalese Army extensively mobilized
its air resources to transport national and
international search and rescue teams to
remote Districts.
After the first 72 hours, the Nepalese Army,
besides continuing its effort in search and
rescue, took the lead role in distribution of
relief material. A logistics operations centre
was established at the Army HQ to oversee
this operation for relief material distribution.
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Logistics Operations

In rescue operations, the first 72 hours
are the most crucial. Considering this,
the Nepalese Army concentrated all its
resources to conduct intensive search
and rescue operations within the first 72
hours of the mega earthquake. Rescue of
people trapped under collapsed structures,
mobilization of medical teams and rescue
of people stranded in difficult places were

The logistics operations centre had the
following four roles.
• Transport relief materials in the
earthquake affected Districts in the
shortest possible time.
• Provide logistics support to the Nepalese
Army’s operational plan, to include
transportation and support of foreign
Military Teams, where applicable.
• Provide immediate and indispensible

support to Nepalese Army units deployed
in earthquake-affected areas.

Provide relief materials, as per priority,
to the Nepalese Army personnel who
were displaced by the mega earthquake.
To make the relief distribution convenient
and practical, by following the principle
of centralized control and decentralized
conduct, two logistics centres were
established in Kathmandu and Pokhara.
In Kathmandu, the Airport Coordination
Centre was established at the Tribhuwan
International Airport to manage and
coordinate the international assistance
received. The Nepalese Army also took
over the lead responsibilities on behalf of
the Government of Nepal for transportation
of relief materials to the Humanitarian

Staging Area, its storage, record
maintenance and its distribution as per the
priority set down by the NEOC. Necessary
security arrangements were made for
relief transportation and distribution.
The Nepalese Army also provided valuable
support to the National Food Corporation
and National Trading Limited in logging of
relief materials, security, transportation
and
its
storage
and
distribution
once transported to District HQ.
Relief materials were distributed to hard hit
areas of Gorkha and surrounding places
from the logistics centre in Pokhara. A
Forward Staging Area was established in
Palungtar and fed from relief materials
brought in from Kathmandu to the logistics
centre in Pokhara. Relief materials from
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NA personnel managing the relief items received in aid at the Humanitarian Staging Area for distribution

NA personnel mobilized in search and rescue in the hard hit District of Rasuwa
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India, sent via both roadway and airway,
were re-routed directly to Pokhara
and quickly distributed. The strategic
decision to establish a logistics centre
in Pokhara played a vital role in reducing
a considerable amount of pressure from
the logistics centre in Kathmandu.
The unique reach and strong presence of the
Nepalese Army in the earthquake affected

Districts expedited needs assessment,
enabling the National Emergency Operation
Centre to prioritise relief efforts.
For immediate supply of relief materials
to the earthquake-affected areas, the
Nepalese Army initially adopted a ‘Push
System of Logistics’ as it was very critical
that all available relief materials reached the
affected areas with minimum delay. Supply of
relief materials on a ‘Pull System of Logistics’
(carried out after demand and requirements
are identified) was subsequently put in place
through concerned authorities designated
by the Nepalese Government. The large
number of households damaged and people
displaced by the earthquake made relief
distribution very complicated. Furthermore,
the difficult terrain and added number of
displaced people caused by people leaving
their undamaged homes out of fear of further
earthquakes made the situation worse.

Planning sketch of the relief supply and delivery prepared by the Nepalese Army
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The ‘One Door’ policy of the government in
relief distribution could not yield success
as anticipated due to the absence of an
appropriate and capable mechanism.
Therefore a proper, mechanism and
coordination stood out as very important
aspects
of
relief
distribution
and
management. Coordination was carried out
with the concerned authorities of the World
Food Program (WFP) at the Humanitarian
Staging Area to supply the required relief
materials to affected areas with minimum
delay. The Nepalese Army provided WFP
assistance in loading/ unloading and
management of the materials received as
humanitarian assistance. Likewise, when
there was scarcity of means of transport for
transporting the relief materials; valuable
assistance was received from the WFP.
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Several humanitarian agencies rushed to
Nepal after the mega earthquake. As some
of these humanitarian agencies worked
in isolation, at some places people were
getting relief materials repeatedly and in
excessive quantities whereas other areas
were inadequately supported. Therefore, a
need for coordination was felt for the relief
operations to be more effectively conducted
by jointly utilizing the resources of all those
involved in humanitarian activities. With this
purpose, on the request from WFP, UNOCHA
and other humanitarian agencies, Joint
Coordination Centre was established at the
Nepalese Army HQ. Within this mechanism,
the humanitarian agencies could request the
Nepalese Army for logistic support (mainly
for air transport) and in return, if need be,
the Nepalese Army could also get assistance
from these humanitarian agencies or
share information related to humanitarian
assistance. This was in addition to the Liaison
officers exchange between MNMCC and
OSOCC. In particular, the Joint Coordination
Committee (JCC)-although referred to as
'Joint Command Centre’ at the time, in

Relief items being airdropped in remote areas
of the country

view of the existence of multiple command
centres, and in respect to the nature of its
function, JCC is best understood as ‘Joint
Coordination Committee’.
In its endeavour to make the logistics
operations effective and well managed, the
Nepalese Army came up with a strategic
logistics plan; with the key objective of
ensuring it being prevention of loss of life
due to lack of food and shelter. A mechanism
for effective distribution of food and nonfood items, stored in the Humanitarian
Staging Area at the Tribhuwan International
Airport,
to
the
earthquake-affected

Districts was developed. Relief items were
sent to earthquake affected Districts in a
coordinated manner, via air and roadway,
with help from the Nepal Food Corporation
and National Trading Limited.
The Logistics supply plan stood out to be
an important aspect of the overall logistics
plan, as it clearly explained the crux of the
logistics plan in a diagrammatic manner.
This diagrammatic plan proved useful not
only to the Nepalese Army but to all the
humanitarian agencies that were involved in
relief operations.
Maps based on the Geographical Information
System (GIS) were developed by collecting
information that are vital for transportation
of relief materials such as the information
about road conditions, obstructions on
the road, road capacity, distance between
various locations, travelling time and location
of relief distribution centres, etc.
Another important aspect in logistics supply
is the availability of air transport and its use

for supply purpose. Despite being limited
in numbers and capacity, the Nepalese
Army Aviation’s helicopters played a vital
role. However; due to limitations in size and
carrying capacity, right from the beginning
these helicopters were used more in
evacuation of the injured than in supply of
relief materials. The larger foreign military
helicopters, which arrived shortly after the
mega earthquake, played an important role
primarily in the supply of relief materials.
Within the Kathmandu valley, the people
displaced by the earthquake were initially
collected in camps established at thirteen
different places inside the premises of
military bases and in other open places
such as the Tudikhel and Dashrath Stadium.
The Nepalese Army initially took the
responsibility to feed and provide shelter
for the displaced in all of these camps, in
the process delivering over 20 million litres
of potable water and 2178 tents from its
operational stock.
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An Indian Air Force helicopter bringing in much needed supplies to a remote distribution site

US Marines Osprey airlifting NA team to affected areas in Ramechhap to establish distribution points
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Where there are no roads: NA personnel man-pack relief materials to the people

Welcoming displaced people into Himalaya Barracks, Chhauni
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Management of Military Teams from Friendly
Nations and Establishment of Multi National
Military Coordination Centre
International Practice
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Learning from the need to mobilise
multinational military assets to manage
mega disasters such as the Indian Ocean
tsunami of 2005, the lessons learnt were
institutionalized on 27 November 2006
through the ‘Oslo Guidelines’. It covered
the mobilization of multinational military
and civil defence assets in times of disaster.
There were representatives from around 45
Nations and 25 international organizations in
Oslo. This was able to establish a mechanism
through which military and civil defence
assets from friendly nations are bilaterally
or multi-laterally mobilized in response
to large-scale disasters. The mobilization
of multinational military and civil defence
assets in response to the disaster in Japan in
2011 and in the Philippines in 2013 are early
examples of its implementation. Following
these precedents, shortly after the April 25th
mega earthquake, international assistance
started to pour into Nepal. This proved to be
very fruitful and it further proved the utility
of the ‘Oslo Guidelines.’

Nepal Experience

Immediately
after
the
devastating
earthquake of April 25th, the Nepalese
Army established the Multi National Military
Coordination Centre (MNMCC), which helped
in systematic mobilization, and coordination
of international search and rescue teams that
arrived in Nepal in the form of multinational
military assistance.
A liaison officer from the Nepalese Army
was attached to each of these international
Military search and rescue teams to mobilize
them in a systematic and coordinated
manner. The liaison officers informed the
MNMCC about the developments in the field.
If there was a requirement for change or
modification of task of these teams, it was
relayed through the liaison officers.
The practical delay in establishing the UN
OCHA led On Site Operation Coordination
Centre (OSOCC), which should have been
responsible for coordinating the functioning

Daily coordination meeting held at the Multi National Military Coordination Centre (MNMCC)

With Indian Army personnel
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With Chinese PLA personnel and volunteers in an endeavour to clear
obstructed road near the Nepal-China border

of civilian international search and rescue
teams, led to confusion amongst the nonmilitary teams. This challenge was overcome
by the MNMCC initially undertaking this
responsibility until OSOCC stood up
functionally.
Out of the various types of military
humanitarian assistance received, the most
important was air support. The multinational
military personnel who arrived for air support
faced a lot of challenges in conducting air
operations due to the difficult nature of
terrain and limited technology available in
the field of aviation.
Some Military Teams started to arrive within
the same day and worked closely with the
NA, with the valuable Indian support arriving
first - elements reaching within 6 hours of the
quake. The details of military humanitarian
assistance received from friendly nations
are as shown below.
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The overwhelming international response
in the wake of the Gorkha Earthquake
highlights the immense goodwill for Nepal
worldwide. This outpouring of support was
significant in many aspects. International
Teams (including 18 Military Teams) deployed
from some 34 Nations. By 15 July 2015; 19
people, most beyond the rescue capabilities
of National teams, were pulled out alive. 135
bodies were recovered, 27390 people were
provided medical treatment, 3493 people
were evacuated by air and 966 tons of relief
supplies were delivered. Above and beyond
this deeply valued physical assistance and
numbers of lives saved, the presence of
highly equipped international teams also
helped reassure public confidence. These
teams worked in close cooperation and
coordination with the NA. The NA deeply
appreciates their help, goodwill and
camaraderie.
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Relations with Media

The help made available by various national
and international media agencies through
their communication regarding the areas
that required rescue efforts and relief
distribution has been highly appreciated by
the Nepalese Army.
The news broadcast from various FM
channels and national and international
TV channels as well as social media were
continuously monitored to identify the
requirements for rescue effort and relief
distribution.
For the purpose of remaining in continuous
communication with the media, a media
centre was established within the premises
of Nepalese Army HQ. A team led by the
military spokesperson (upgraded temporary
position led by a Major General) was made
available at the media centre.
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To appraise the national and international
media in a timely manner about the on-

going operations, press conference and
press releases were organized. Moreover,
photographs and video footage taken during
such operations were also made available to
the media.
To keep the general public aware of the
progress, the website of the Nepalese Army
was regularly updated. The use of social
media to make the general public aware
about the efforts and achievements of the
Nepalese Army was encouraged.
Representatives
from
national
and
international media were taken to the
affected Districts on-board military transport.
For this purpose, a cell from the Directorate
of Public Relation was stationed at the
airport. It must be noted, however, that there
was a requirement to constantly balance the
need to keep helicopter lift capacity free
for rescues while trying to facilitate access
to media representatives. Preference was
accorded to rescue capacity on flights for
the critical initial 72 hours.
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Appraising the media about the progress of search and rescue operations

Debris Management

On 30 April 2015, the decision was made
by the Central Disaster Management
Committee to mobilize the Nepal Police and
Armed Police Force for debris management
under the lead of the Nepalese Army.

A joint taskforce was created for the purpose
of clearance and management of debris.
This Nepalese Army led taskforce was
tasked with clearing debris from 25 cultural
heritage sites. The Nepalese Army has also
assisted in demolition of damaged buildings
that were at risk of collapsing all over the
affected areas, including the capital.
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Helping locals pull down severely damaged building

Internal Welfare Plan for
the Servicemen Affected
by the Mega Earthquake
Over and above Government initiatives, the
Nepalese Army Welfare Fund has provided
relief worth Rupees two billion to serving
and retired servicemen affected by the
mega earthquake. NRs 600,000 (including
insurance money) was provided to the
dependents of each deceased serviceman,
NRs 325,000 to those of deceased retired
servicemen, NRs 50,000 to the service
personnel whose house was completely
destroyed and NRs 25,000 to those whose
house was partially destroyed.
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To ensure that none of the servicemen
affected by the earthquake are deprived
from relief programs of the government,
a relief management committee has been
formed. A help desk has been created at the
central level and a technical support team
has been formed and mobilized in severely
affected Districts to provide technical
consultancy service regarding construction
of earthquake resistant homes.
A joint venture of the Army Welfare board
and Nepal Investment Bank provides a low

Constructing makeshift shelters

cost housing finance with interest rates as
low as 4.5 percent to the ex- servicemen in
severely affected Districts.

Contribution from the
Nepalese Army to the
Prime Minister’s Disaster
Relief Fund
An
amount
of
NRs
243,605,986/(Approximately USD 2,277,117/-) was raised
from personal contributions of all service
personnel and handed over to the Prime
Minister’s Disaster Relief Fund.

Handing over the contribution from all ranks of the NA to the PM's Disasters Relief Fund

The then Prime Minister visits the injured at the Army hospital

Relief Items Distributed
by Army Wives’ Association
The Army Wives’ Association distributed

relief materials, collected through various
sources, to the victims in 88 different
locations of the severely affected Districts.
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Nepalese Army Wives Association (NAWA) distributing relief items to the needy

NEPALESE ARMY – IN SERVICE OF
Snapshot - As of 15 July 2015

Within minutes of the devastating Earthquake of 7.8 Magnitude on 25 April 2015, the NA mobilized at each
level with the simple self-understood directive – to go forth and save lives! Quickly establishing alternative
½HOG KHDGTXDUWHUV WKH 1$ KDV EHHQ DW WKH FRUH RI UHVFXH UHOLHI DQG UHFRYHU\ RSHUDWLRQV WKURXJKRXW
affected Districts. The NA is working as per the directives of the Government of Nepal, shoulder to shoulder
with other Security Forces, Government Agencies, Military and Other Teams from Friendly Foreign Nations,
I/NGOs and individual Volunteers, particularly the Nepalese Youth.

Unprecedented All-Out Deployment
Immediate mobilization of 90% of NA
Thereafter 66,069 SHUVRQQHOZRUNLQJVHOÁHVVO\
7URRSVUHGHSOR\HG from less affected areas
Of these 52,870 surged into 594 sites in14 Most Affected Districts
NA has reached into each of 656 VDC and Municipalities
(DFKWHDPKDVWKHFDSDFLW\WRVHQGEDFNLQIRUPDWLRQPHGLFVHVWDEOLVKGLVWULEXWLRQSRLQWVIRUUHOLHIDQG
DELOLW\WRSUHSDUHKHOLSDGV

Most Lives Saved
1336 rescued alive - FROODSVHGEXLOGLQJV(43% of total)
Total 23,594 rescued. Of these 2,928UHVFXHGE\1$$LUReach into higher
DOWLWXGHVLQFOXGLQJ/DQJWDQJ 1HSDOHVH )RUHLJQHUVZHUHUHVFXHG
RIDOOOLYHVVDYHGZHUHLQÀUVWKRXUVEHIRUHPRVWRIWKHIRUHLJQWHDPV
DUULYHGDQGEHFDPHHIIHFWLYH
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Most Initial Medical Assistance
85,954 treated in Affected Districts
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almost all Air-MEDEVAC’d casualties

Demolishing Unsafe
Structures

1630 buildings in the

'LI½FXOW7DVNRI%RG\5HFRYHU\
1,731 bodiesUHFRYHUHG

YDOOH\

Total 7692 in other
affected Districts

ERGLHVUHFRYHUHGIURPLangtang Avalanche

Mitigation in
Heritage Sites
Emergency Water Supply
)RUWKHDIIHFWHGSRSXODWLRQLQWKH
YDOOH\ 2,75,000 liters/day of drinking
water in up to 45 public sites

41 sites KDYHDOUHDG\
EHHQAccomplished
3 ongoing

THE PEOPLE – EARTHQUAKE 2015
Fully Committed Despite Own Losses

Personal Contributions

22 NA personnel dead , 10 missing and 99 injured
15,908 houses of soldiersIXOO\DQG3889SDUWLDOO\

)URPSD\RI1$SHUVRQQHO
15VPLOOLRQ30·V5HOLHI

damaged
)DPLO\PHPEHUVNLOOHGLQMXUHG
765PLQRU344 major damages to NA buildings

)XQG

EDUUDFNVWREHUHFRQVWUXFWHGLQFOXGLQJ1$+4V

Relief Supply

5,707 Tons (226 Tons by Air) relief distributed.
100 % operational aircraft to the extent of capabilities
VIP Helicopters stripped off comforts and used for
rescue and relief
When all else failed NA soldiers have delivered relief on foot.

International Teams
34 Nations (18 Military Teams) - Vital to reassure the public

19 people rescued aliveZLWKVSHFLDOFDSDELOLWLHV135 bodiesUHFRYHUHG
Medical treatment to 27,390 people
Air evacuated 3,493 peopleDQGGHOLYHUHGWRQVRIUHOLHI
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Close cooperation and coordination by NA.
1$GHHSO\DSSUHFLDWHVWKHLUKHOSJRRGZLOODQGFDPDUDGHULH

Helping People Restart Lives
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In addition to designated open spaces of Tundikhel and the Stadium…
NA barracks welcomed and sheltered

>40,000 people
property from 51,646 collapsed
structures. 12,752 temporary shelters erected for
the needy 2,718 tents distributed from (PHUJHQF\6WRFNV
Helped repair 399 roads and other vital infrastructures.
Helped recover

NA has helped organize visits by the civilian leadership.

NA IS EVER READY TO RESPOND IN SERVICE OF HUMANITY
3UHSDULQJIRUDQWLFLSDWHGFKDOOHQJHVRIWKH0RQVRRQ²LQFOXGLQJÁRRGVODQGVOLGHV

2UDQ\RWKHUWDVN«$Q\WLPH«$Q\ZKHUH«

